Mergers

Mergers between trade unions and between unincorporated employers’ associations may be carried out under the relevant statutory procedures. These procedures also allow for members to complain to the Certification Officer about particular aspects of the balloting process. This chapter details the statutory background.

The statutory provisions

6.1 The Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) Act 1992 (“the 1992 Act”) and the Trade Unions and Employers’ Associations (Amalgamations, etc.) Regulations 1975, as amended, lay down procedures governing two types of merger between trade unions and between unincorporated employers’ associations. These are transfers of engagements and amalgamations. The procedures apply to listed and scheduled organisations. Their main purposes are to facilitate the processes of transfer and amalgamation and, at the same time, to safeguard the rights of members affected by the terms of a merger by ensuring that they are fully informed about the proposal and have the opportunity to vote on it.

6.2 Under a transfer of engagements, the transferring organisation loses its legal identity whilst the organisation to which it transfers continues in being with its legal identity unchanged. An amalgamation produces a new organisation replacing each of the amalgamating bodies, which cease to exist.

6.3 Organisations proposing to enter into a transfer of engagements or an amalgamation must prepare an instrument setting out the proposed terms of the merger and an explanatory notice to members. They must submit these documents to the Certification Officer. The documents must be approved before a ballot of members can be held (see Appendix 10 for the statutory fee).

6.4 In respect of trade union merger ballots, the ballots must be fully postal and subject to independent scrutiny. The inclusion in the notice to members of any statement making a recommendation or expressing an opinion about a proposed transfer or amalgamation is prohibited. Further, the voting paper sent to a member may not be accompanied by any material other than the notice to members, an addressed, pre-paid envelope and a document giving instructions for the return of the ballot paper. Other requirements relate to the storage, distribution and counting of votes by independentpersons, the availability of a union’s membership register and the circumstances of its inspection by an independent scrutineer. For mergers involving employers’ associations, the provisions are different. Details can be found in the relevant guidance booklet on the Certification Officer’s website, www.gov.uk/certificationofficer or on request from this office.
In a transfer of engagements, only the members of the transferring organisation vote on the resolution to approve the instrument of transfer. An amalgamation requires a favourable vote by the members of each of the amalgamating organisations. If the majority of votes recorded in the ballots are in favour of the transfer of engagements or the amalgamation an application to register the instrument may be made to the Certification Officer. Such an application must be preceded by a copy of the scrutineer’s report being sent to every member of the union or the members being notified of its contents by other means. If the union takes the second of the above two options, members must also be told that they will, on request, be provided with a copy of the scrutineer’s report – either free or subject to a reasonable specified charge. The Certification Officer has power to direct an organisation to publicise its application to register a merger.

In the case of both a transfer and an amalgamation, an interval of six weeks must elapse between the application for registration and registration itself. Before the expiry of the six-week period, any member of the transferring organisation or of any amalgamating organisation may complain to the Certification Officer on the grounds that one or more of the statutory conditions governing the ballot arrangements have not been observed. The Certification Officer shall determine any such complaint and the parties have a right to an oral hearing. If the Certification Officer upholds the complaint, she shall make a declaration and may make an order specifying the steps which must be taken before she will register the instrument. There is a right of appeal against the Certification Officer’s decision to the Employment Appeal Tribunal on a point of law. If no such complaint is received from a member, the Certification Officer will register the instrument of transfer after the end of the six week period if she is satisfied that the rules of the transferee organisation (including any amendments to the rules made to give effect to the provisions of the instrument) are in no way inconsistent with the terms of the instrument. The merger takes effect either on the date the instrument of transfer is registered or a later date if specified in the instrument.

Formal documents kept by the Certification Officer relating to mergers under the 1992 Act are available for public inspection for a prescribed fee (see Appendix 10).

**Trade unions formed by an amalgamation**

Where each of the amalgamating unions was on the Certification Officer’s list prior to the amalgamation, the new union will automatically be listed. Where each of the unions held a certificate of independence, the new union will automatically be issued with a certificate of independence. The listing and the certificate of independence shall be removed if the newly amalgamated union does not send certain prescribed information to the Certification Officer within six weeks of the date the amalgamation taking effect or such longer period as the Certification Officer may specify. The information to be sent to the Certification Officer is a copy of the rules of the new union, a list of its officers and the address of its head or main office, together with the prescribed fee (see Appendix 10).
Guidance

6.9 The Certification Office has produced two guidance booklets on the statutory requirements for transfers of engagements and amalgamations, one for trade unions and the other for employers’ associations. These explain the merger procedures in detail and set out, with explanatory notes, the matters to be included in an instrument of transfer or amalgamation. Copies are available on the Certification Officer’s website, www.gov.uk/certificationofficer, or may be obtained free of charge from the Certification Office. The Office will offer guidance where needed on the statutory provisions and staff are always prepared to meet officials of organisations considering a merger to discuss procedures and timetables.

Mergers during the period 2017-2018

6.10 During this reporting period, there was one transfer of engagements and one amalgamation involving trade unions.

6.11 The registered transfer of engagements was Staff Union West Bromwich Building Society to Community which involved an estimated total of 478 members of the transferring union. The amalgamation was the National Union of Teachers (NUT) and Association of Teachers and Lecturers (ATL) which became the National Education Union (NEU). At the end of the last reporting period, the two unions which amalgamated had a combined total of 565,583 members. Details are given at Appendix 8.

6.12 The instrument of transfer of engagements for the National Association of Co-operative Officials (NACO) to Union of Shop Distributive and Allied Workers (USDAW) was approved in this reporting period but the instrument was not registered in this reporting period.

6.13 During the period 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018, the Certification Officer received no complaints relating to any of the transfers of engagements or amalgamations.